Still water resistance tests were conducted on three hard chine planing catamaran models.
Total resistance, LCG rise and change in running trim were measured. Hull spacing and SUdisplacement were the fundamental parameters which were varied. The models were built to a linear scale ratio of 12:1 and represented a full scale boat length of 65 ft. overall.
The full scale speed range was from 10 knots to 30 knots.
Two of the three hull designs were symmetric about the centerplane and differed from each other only in details of the lines. 
3•
applied diagonally between the keel and chine.
In the figures, four quantities have been plotted. Center-
N-
of-gravity rise divided the cube root of the static volumetric jdisplacement, C.G. Rise/V/3, and change in running trim in degrees are non-dimensional and will be the same for any boat size ru,.,ing at equivalent Froude numbers. 
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